
EFT KAWAGOE GUIDE

NO RESERVATION
REQUIRED

Organized by English Friendly Town
https://eigonomachi.jp/

Let's travel into
the Edo period!

On the 2nd Sunday of every month!
＊Tours may be canceled without prior notice

due to the weather or pandemic situation.

Tour Time
About 30 mins

Meeting Points
10:30AM～3:30PM

First come,
First served!

Enjoy guidance
on history, 

architecture, and 
gourmet food!

UP TO
5 PEOPLE
PER TOUR

See more details on the back！



FIRST STEP
to explore KAWAGOE!

Course A: History of Kurazukuri Old Town

KAWAGOE has many attractions, so it can be difficult 
to choose what to see, especially if you are only 
visiting for 1 day!
To help you get started, these are some 
recommendations to help you explore KAWAGOE!

Course B: Kurazukuri Old Town & Time Bell Tower

Course C: Find the Best Souvenirs or Food

If you are interested in history & the beautiful Kurazukuri-style 
architecture, please join this tour!
We will explain the unique history & the reasons for the 
traditional buildings on this street.

If you are interested in the main features of Kurazukuri Old Town 
and KAWAGOE’s symbol, Time Bell Tower, please join this tour! 
We will highlight what's in Kurazukuri Old Town. You will learn 
the history of Old Town and the significance of Time Bell Tower.

If you are looking for the best souvenirs from KAWAGOE and you 
enjoy gourmet food, please join this tour! We will show you 
unique souvenirs, traditional items, and local food you can only 
find in Kurazukuri Old Town. You can get a list of restaurants / 
cafés / souvenir shops we recommend.

English Friendly Town

https://eigonomachi.jp/

YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/
@eftkawagoe

EFT started its activities in 2013
and has been supporting festivals
and events in Kawagoe with our
English-speaking volunteers.
We set up information at nearby
stations and inside venues of
each event to welcome foreign
guests with a smile! EFT is
shar ing the local appeal of
KAWAGOE, as an international
tourist city, with the world!


